The PALINOV pallet foot is a 100% recyclable cardboard pallet foot which can replace pallet feet and/or wooden or any other type of pallet. Unlike wood, PALINOV pallet feet are not subject to ISPM-15 regulations.

They can be combined with different bases, such as honeycomb sheets or corrugated cardboard sheets and can, therefore, be used to create pallets of any shape or size.
Options

SELF-ADHESIVE
PALINOV feet can be delivered untreated or with the top surface self-adhesive, with four lines of hot-melt glue protected by silicone paper.

4 OPENING VERSION
The PALINOV is available with 4 way version, self-adhesive or not, in the form of 3 Palinov feet glued into a Flatcor.

Printing
Contact us for details

Dimensional specifications

Technical specifications
PALINOV feet are made of cardboard tubes glued inside an envelope of two U-sections made of glued and laminated cardboard.

Each tube can support:
> 100 kg dynamic load
> 200 kg static load

Example: a PALINOV 600 mm long with 6 tubes will withstand a 600 kg dynamic load and a 1200 kg static load.

Fixing PALINOV pallet feet directly underneath the product

Can replace the wooden accessories used for transportation.
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